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BWe do not see things as they are, we see them as we
are^
Talmud: Tractate Berakoth, Folio 55b, Ed. Rabbi Dr. I.
Epstein.
BAll true knowledge contradicts common sense.^
Mandell Creighton, Cambridge professor of British his-
tory and a Bishop of the Church of England.

Increased understanding and recognition of the chronic ad-
verse effects of right ventricular (RV) pacing (mainly apical)
in the last decade has stimulated interest in strategies for its
attenuation. These effects, left ventricular (LV) remodeling,
progressive LV systolic dysfunction, and increased risk in
heart failure (HF), may be due to dyssynchronous myocardial
electrical activation that bypasses the native cardiac conduc-
tion, manifesting itself on the surface ECG as QRS widening.

Accordingly, a number of different pacing algorithms have
been developed that reduce the degree of RV pacing. Despite
expectations regarding the physiological rationale of DDD
pacing with algorithms minimizing RV pacing, the results of
the ANSWER study [1] as well as three other previous large
randomized trials (DANPACE, PreFERMVP, and MINE
RVA) fail to demonstrate an overwhelming advantage of pac-
ing minimization approaches over conventional pacing [1].
This lack of significant clinical effect is contrary to expecta-
tions and common sense. Explanations for this obvious con-
tradiction have been discussed [1].

An additional approach to reducing damage of RV pacing
(RVP) was the selection of a new or alternative site such as His
bundle/para Hisian tissues or various Bseptal^ positions. The
most interesting and feasible location is the upper part of the
septum because of its proximity to the His bundle which ren-
ders it the earliest zone in heart depolarization [2]. Conse-
quently, the QRS here is narrower than from the apex. More-
over, this part of the septum is trabeculated and suitable for
active fixation leads. Speculations that pacing from this rather
than from other areas would achieve better heart contraction,
especially from the apex, is a feasible solution for many im-
planters and they routinely use this approach hoping to de-
crease the future risks of pacing-induced HF [2]. Furthermore,
some enthusiasts recommend RV septal pacing as a substitute
for CRT. Subsequently, the recent EHRA/HRS expert consen-
sus noted regarding RV lead location: Bseptal pacing may be
preferred in conventional pacemakers^[3]. However, experi-
mental and clinical studies demonstrated that various RV pac-
ing sites did not recruit the His-Purkinje system [2, 4]. The
majority of LV activation instead occurred via slow and
dyssynchronous direct myocardial to myocardial cell conduc-
tion and that in terms of mechanical dyssynchrony, hemody-
namic and electrical parameters septal pacing was not superior
to RVapical pacing [2, 4]. A recent cross-sectional multicenter
study demonstrated that for pacing in RV, there is no better
alternative to apex [5]. The systematic review and meta-
analysis of all randomized controlled studies in DDD patients
compared to RValternative sites pacing versus apical provided
inconclusive results with respect to exercise capacity, func-
tional class, quality of life, and survival [6]. Additionally, the
conclusion of the recently published PROTECT-PACE study
demonstrated that in patients with AV block and preserved LV
function requiring a high percentage of RVP, septal pacing
does not provide a protective effect on LV function over RV
apical pacing and a significantly greater time was required to
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place the lead in the septal position [7]. The results of this
study as well as previous ones [6] are counterintuitive. There
are some explanations for this apparent challenge.

1. Pacing from any RV site may be harmful, and electro-
physiological differences are not clinically significant
among sites; therefore, pacing from alternative sites, in-
cluding septum, cannot provide physiological pacing, and
difference between sites is nonsignificant in terms of clin-
ical outcomes [2, 4–8].

2. Differing composition of patient populations in studies
explored various sites of RV pacing, e.g., SND versus
AV block.

3. Inadvertent incorrect positioning of the RV lead.

The second explanation needs clarification. Patients with
depressed LVEF and narrow QRS (i.e., without electrical
dyssynchrony) may particularly be harmed by RVP-induced
dyssynchrony. However, those with LBBB or wide QRS, due
to nonspecific intraventricular conduction defect (IVCD) and
already compromised electromechanical activation, may ex-
perience less damage by RV pacing because this preceding
dyssynchrony can extenuate the harmful effects of RVP
(∼20 % of the pacemaker population had LBBB or IVCD)
[1]. Thus, whereas in patients with LBBB, RV pacing pro-
vides a shorter electromechanical delay, which correlates with
an improvement in LV function, the converse effect is ob-
served in patients without LBBB [9, 10]. This inconsistent
impact of RV pacing explains observations that in CRT pa-
tients, RVP is a positive part of the resynchronization process
and RV lead position has no effect on clinical outcomes in
CRT patients [3].

The former explanation—inadvertent incorrect posi-
tioning of the RV lead—supported by solid evidence in
the study of Jackson II LR et al. published in this issue of
the journal [11]. In the study, 25 experienced board-
certified electrophysiologists interpreted RV lead position
using standard x-ray views which were then compared to
CT as reference (experienced board-certified cardiothorac-
ic radiologist). Three-dimensional CT datasets verified
RV lead position in the apex in 37 % of patients, in the
septum in 21 % and most frequently in the anterior-free
wall—in 42 % of patients. The authors stressed that inad-
vertent RV lead positioning on the anterior-free wall is
associated not only with a higher risk of procedure related
complications but with both worsening of RV and LV
dyssynchrony and their function compared to lead place-
ment on the septum or apex of the RV.

The agreement between x-ray and CT lead position
(accuracy) was recorded only in 37 % with 64 % reproduc-
ibility. This data can explain controversial results among var-
ious studies comparing RV apical pacing with alternative ap-
proaches for placement RV lead. This data also can, at least

partly, explain results among various studies on clinical out-
comes of RV pacing minimization [1].

It is of interest to note that the situation was no better
situation for identifying the LV lead position in CRT patients,
with respect to accuracy and reproducibility.

These findings have important implications not only for the
implantation of pacing and defibrillation systems but are es-
pecially important because they partially explain paradoxical
results of studies comparing RV apical pacing with RV alter-
native sites as well as studies examining the importance of LV
lead position for respond to CRT.

The results reported by Jackson II LR et al. again empha-
size the consequences of imprecise placement of ventricular
leads. The study presents solid evidence that standard x-ray is
an inaccurate method for placement of ventricular leads and
consequently inadequate for optimal treatment of both
bradyarrhythmias and HF.

To establish the most favorable ventricular lead position
and its real influence on clinical outcomes, the results of the
study should be applied.

Currently, available data is too controversial and not suffi-
ciently scientific regarding optimal ventricular lead place-
ment, and for future studies using multi-dimensional imaging
techniques for evaluation, its positions are warranted.
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